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ChaPter 1-
INTRODUCTION
, ID order to attain a high 1eve1 of achievement
in most sports, &tr individual must possess a high degree
of coordination necessary for that sport. It was previ-
ously believed that coordination was a general 
.notor
ability. Studies compieted in the area of notor learning
and motof performance by researchers such as Henry (19),
Singer (62),0xendine (53), Bachnan (22), and Lempce (16)
have indicated that coordination tends to be task specific
rather than a general motor ability. that is, an athlete
may be highly coordinated in one particular type of move-
ment while being uncoordinated in another movement. For
example, a downhill skier must possess good foot-eye
coordination to be able to ski smoothly and efficiently
down the slopes. He must also possess accurate visual
perception so that he may iecognize details 40 to 50 feet
away in orderto manipulate his body and skies to prevent
an injr:ry. 0n the other hand, a baseball infielder rnay
possess a.tesser degree of foot-eye coordination than the
skier, but it is essential that he possess exceptional
hand-eye coordination. The baseball player, in contrast
to the skier, must be able to field batted bal1s f1at,-
″｀
?
??
?
?
1ess1y and maintain a moderately high batting average.
In the IJnited States greater attention is focused
upon the acquisition of hand-eye coordination than in the
learning of foot-eye coordination tasks. The majority of
sports that are played in the United States require the
performer to possess skilled hand-eye coordination to
reach his fu11 potential in a particular sportl In most
other countries of the world, due to the fact that soccer
is the nost popular sport, there is a greater emphasis on
the acquisition of foot-eye coordj.nation.
There are sti11 many unanswered questions regarding
neuromuscular coordination and the acquisition of hand-eye
and foot-eye coordination. Reliable and valid tests have
not been developed to specifically measure foot -eye
coordination. In this investigation, an attempt was made
to measure foot-eye coordination of college skiers and
college non-skiers using the ski simulator.
Statement of the Problem
The purpose of the study rvas to determine the
effectiveness of the ski simulator in measuring the foot-
eye coordination of college skiers and college non-skiers.
Significance of the Studv
Morehouse (9) stated that eye muscle coordination
plays a dominant role in the acquisition of a motor skill.
As a performer improves in the skill, the eye muscle factor
becomes less dominant. lthen the individual perfects the
ski11, such as the technique required for downhill skiing,
he can perform the ski11 blindfolded. This does not mean
that the skier could ski down the slope blindfolded, but
the bkier could perform the different ski11s required in
skiing without the use of his vision. Thus the proficient
skier can use his vision to be acutely aware of obstacles
in the surrounding environment in order to prevent injuries
to hinself as well as other skiers.
As previously mentioned, a skier must recognize
obstacles 50 or more feet in front of him while skiing at
i
speeds exceeding 30 miles per hour in order to avoid
injuries. A skier who has 1itt1e experience cannot possibly
concentrate on technique and also avoid dangerous obstacles
in the surrounding environment. The injury rate, BS
reported in the Encyclopedia of Sport Science and Medicine
(5:566), supports the above statement.. The expert's injury
rate is 2.9/ 1000 ski-man days; the intermediate rate is 4.9/
1000 ski-man days; while the beginner's injury rate is 16.0/
1000 ski-man days. The beginn-ing skiers account for only
21- percent of those on the slopes, but are involved in 55
percent of the injuries. The beginning skier may also
cause injury to another skier through failtire to have
learned the simplest of control maneuvers.
A person rvho possesses a high degree of foot-eye
coordination has an advantage over an individual who has
a low amount of foot-eye coordination in the acquisition
and performance of ski11s requiring this factor. A beginner
skier must devefop foot-eye coordination and skiing tech-
nique. His ski1l leve1 is inferior to that of the more
experienced skier. The novice skier, or individual with
little experience or ski11 in the sport, should ski on the
beginning slopes. He should allorv a period of time to
master the basic ski11s of the sport before progressing to
the more difficult slopes.
If it is found that the ski sinulator is effective
in distinguishing a difference in performance between the
Si<iers and Non-skiers, itrs use may aid in the reduction of
ski injuries sustained by skiers. Beginning skiers who
score poorly on this test of foot-eye coordination may be
discouraged, or even prohibited, to ski on the more dif-
ficult slopes before a designated period of time is spent
on the beginner slope. It may also be recommended that
these skiers receive some instruction from a certified
ski instructor. Hendryson states (5:fj9O):
At any time on the hill approximately 25
percent of the skiers have had 10 or more formal
Lessons in definite ski-school instruction.
These skiers rarely get hurt. But those who have
had five lessons or fewer have an accident rate
of alrnost 35 percent.
There are also other practical values in the meas-
urement of foot-eye coordination. Skiers who are involved
in an introductory or beginning ski course possessing a
high degree of foot-eye coordination could be placed in an
advanced beginner class. These persons may be able to
Learn the basic fundanrentals of skiing in a shorter time
period and also Save the funds rvhich are necessary for many
ski lessons . Money sarred may be .util ized f or the purchase
of better ski equipment. Better equipment may help to keep
the injury rate to a minimum. Children and adults who pos-
sess good foot-eye coordination may be invited to partici-
pate in the sport of skiing, or other sports in rvhich foot-
eye coordination is an important qual ity . Smith (Ll)
stated that a reliable test of foOt-eye coordination could
be used as part of the selection of personnel for eye-foot
activities such as kicking a football or participating in.
the sport of soccer.
Scope of the Problem 
,
The data were collected for the study in the Spring
of 1.973. The subjects (N=60) who participated in the
investigation were 49 students who were enrolled at Ithaca
College during the Spring semester of 1,973, and 11 students
who planned to enter college in the Fa1l of 7973. The sub-
jects comprised 2 equal groups and ranged in age from 17
tcr ZS years . The mean age of the 60 sub j ects was 20 .69
years. Thirty students were selected rvho had no previous
'skiing experience prior to their testing on the ski s imu-
lator. This group was referred to as the College Non-
skiing group. Thirty subjects r{ere also selected who had
skied a minimum of three years. 'Ihis group was referred
to as the College Skiing group.
Subprob 1 ems
'the subproblems of the study were as follows:
6L. What was the difference
the two groups when the ski
slow speed?
2. What was the difference
the tr,io groups when the ski
nedium speed?
3. What was the difference
the two groups when the ski
fast speed?
Major Nu11 Hvpothesis
in foot-eye perfromance
I
s imulator rvas operating
t.
in foot-eye perfornance
s imulator rt'as operating
be tween
at
b etween
at
in foot-eye performance between
simulator was operating at
l
There. will be no significant difference in foot-eye
coordination of college skiers hnd college non-skiers as
I
measured by the ski simulator.
Minor Nul1 Hypotheses
Three minor nul1 hypotheses were stated for the
investigation as follows :
1. There rvil1 be no significan[ difference in foot-eye
coordination between college sk,iers and college non- skiers
when the ski simulator is operating at slol speed.
2. There will be no significant difference in foot-eye
coordination betrveen college skiers and college non-skiers
when the ski simulator is operating at medium speed.
3. There will be no significant difference in foot-eye
coordination between college rkLerc and college non-skiers
|when the ski simulator is opera,ing at fast speed.
?
?
ー
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Definition of Terms
The follorving terms werd operationally defined for
General Motor Coordination. Geieral motor coordination
|
■s the ability of the ■ndiv■duals to use the correct
muscles at the proper time, utiliz■ng the proper force
required to perform a desired m6vement (7).
|
Eye―foot Coordinationo  Eye―fo t coordination ■s the use
of perception in aiding in the ,mooth, efficient sequence
of movement that results from a precise and controlled
action of several muscle groups (6)。
College Skiers.  College skiers are college students who
lhave skied for a per■od of not leSS than three years pr■or
to be■ng tested on the ski s■mulator.
College Non―skierse  College noi―skiers are college students
who have not prev■usly skied plior tO be.ng tested on the
ski simulator.                 |
1
Ski Simulator.  The ski simulator is an instrument utilized
for the measurement of foot-eye'coordination.
As sumpt ions
The follor+ing assumptions were made for this study:
1. A11 subjects performed to the best of their ability
while being tested on the ski simulator.
L imi tat ions
The study had the fo1lo*ing limitations:
1. A random ,u*ple rvas not used in this stucly.
|~・
~
2. The ski simulator had minor mechanical limitations.
il,
ttre setting of the dial on the dti s imulator at one sp.eed
in testing a subject closely approximated, but may not have
lbeen identical to, the previous,setting at the same speed
ir^ testing a different sub5ect.,
De 1 imi tat ions
The study had the following delinitations:
1" The college ikiers had at least three years skiing
experience. Each subject must have skied regularly during
each year. It was real ized that some skiers had more
i
experience than others due to sr;ch factors as: time
avaLlable for skiing, money, weather conditions, and more
I
interest in the sport. I
2. The college non-skiers had +" experience in the sport
of skiing prior to their testing on the ski simulator.
，???‐
??
?
?
―Chapter
REVIET'J OF RELATED LITEMTURE
'the majority of ,"r"rr.i-, in the area of neuro-
muscular coordination is concerned with hand-eye coordi-
nation. There has only been a very limited number of'
invest-igations completed in the area of foot-eye coordi-
nation and in the measurement of this specific ability.
I
Smith (L7) compl'eted an extensile review of the literature
I
concerning foot-eye coordinatioh and the testing of this
tl
specific ability. However, he reported having failecl to
find any foot-eye coor<lination ltudies prior to 1966
Since 1966, a sma11 ,r*i", of investigations have
been completed in'the specific !r"" of foot-eye coordi-
nation (17 ,3t r 65,66) . Most of th" researchers have util tz.ed
adaptations of hand-eye coordinhtion testing apparatus to
measure foot-eye coordination. The reliabilities of these
testing devices have been low. As a result, there is a need
for the development of instrumentation so that more soph.is-
ticated studies may be undertaken.
This chapter rvi11 be subdivided into two major
sections. The first section wiLl be concerned with the
.l
specificity and generality theories in the learning and the
I
performance of motor tasks I The final portion of the
9
‐
?
?
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chapter will be concerned with studies completed in the
area of foot -eye coordination 
"+d tracking ski11s.
I
General itv/Specif icitv of Motor r'Ski11s
, The theory of generali.tj, and specificity of motor
perforrnance is very important to the measurement of foot-
eye coordination of college skiers and college non-skiers.
As will be indicated, the najority of recent research (16,
22r28r31 ,32r40 r53r62) reveals that motor performance and
the learning of motor skills are task specific. The type
of foot-eye coordination necess?ry in the sport of down-
hill skiing may not be that which. is needed to dribble a
soccer ball or field a baseballL Henry's (19) findings
in the area of transfer of coordination from one skill to
another show that transfer only occurs if the second ski11
is very simiLar , or almost identical, to the original
ski11. In 1903, Thorndike formulated his 'Identical
Elenents Theory' concerning thel transfer between similar
ski1ls which is summarized by Sage:
His identical elements theory proposed that
transfer of learning occursl to the extent thatidentical components exist in the trvo specific
tasks, and th'erefore if genbral training is
effective in producing improvernents in learning
efficiency in a variety of tasks, it is because
the components, or elements, of specific tasks
qr9 plqgticed in the process of general learning(12:3ss) 
.
In this investigation the ski simulator was used
to measure the foot-eye coordination of college skiers and
college non-skiers. In order to distinguish college skiers
from college non-skiers, the foot-eye coordination needed
11
to perforn well on the ski simulator must be very similar
to that which is necessary in the actual sport of skiing.
Only after testing the foot-eye coordination of athletes
in other sports, using the ski simulator, will the inves-
tigator be able to determine if foot-eye coordination of
skiers is similar to the .foot-eye coordination of soccer,
baseba11, or hockey players.
Early Generality/Specifictv Theorv
In the early 1900rs Spearman (13) investigated a
tG! or general factor that was believed to underlie all
intellectual tasks. The introduction of the Spearman tG'
and the formulation of many intelligence tests to locate
this factor, 1ed prominant motor learning researchers to
investigate the possibility of a general factor which was
basic to all motor performance. Brace (2) was one of the
first motor learning researchers to try to locate a general
factor underlying all motor perfornance. He designed a
number of skil1 tests to find a general factor. McCloy
(51) , another early motor learning researcher, was inter-
ested in construc.ting a test of general motor capacity
which would be analogous to the test of general intellectual
capacity. This test would measure the capacity an indi-
vidual could reach in the performance of a motor task. In
defining the term 'generaf in relation to general motor
capacity or general motor ability, l*{cc1oy (51: a6) implied
that "these motor capacities measured are the basic funda-
mental ones that apply to almost all motor performance."
7?Investigations by prominent researchers such as
McCloy (51), Brace (2)', and Ldrson (46) stimulated other
researchers to conduct similar investigations. Perrin (54)
completed one of the first investigations in which the
conclusions supported the specificity of motor performance.
In L9ZL, 51 undergraduate students at the University of
Texas served as subjects, and were each tested on L7 dif-
ferent motor tasks. Three of these tasks were classified
as complex motor ski11, i.e., the Bogardus fatigue test,
a card sorting task, and a two-handed dexterity ski11.
Additionally, Perrin util ized L4 tests to measure elementary
motor functions, e.g., reaction time, balancing of various
kinds, rhythrnic counting, and strength. The results of
Perrinrs investigations produced lorv correlations betrveen
performance tests. Therefore, Perrin concluded that motor
ability was not general, but that it was specific to each
task. He summarized his- views pertaining to the specificity
of motor abilities in the following quotation:
We can believe, of course, without question
that phyqical strength is, generally speaking,physical strength; and that a capable piano mover
night qualify at the task of loading railroad ties.But it does not fo11ow that the speed required inbaseball is the speed needed in typewriting, orthat the rhythm necessary in dancing is thatinvolved in the coordination test (54:51) .
Approximately trvo years after Perrin (54) cornpleted
his study, Garfiel (34) investigated the measurement of
motor abilit),. Garfiel teste? subjects on a battery of
tests measuring speed, motor control, coordination, and
strength. The test- included trvo -handed trick type coordi -
??
?
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nations such as rubbing the stomach ahd patti/rg the head
simultaneously, balancing ski11s, a ball tossrfor accuracy,
tapping for speed, and some measurement of rhythm. The
intercorrelation of tasks ranged from .15 to I 25 which
tindicated the high degree of specificity of these motor
ski11s. 
.In the second portion of the dane stJdy, Garfiel
had physical education teachers rate each subject on
athletic ability. There rvas a ,77 correlation betle'en the
teachers I ratings and the results of the motot ability
tests. The 10 best students according to the teachersr
ratings were also the 10 highest on the test battery.
Garfiel interpreted this finding as due to the possible
existence of a general motor abil ity.
Cozens (18), one of the first ,"r""r.il"r, to find
positive significant correlations between groSs motor
abilities, completed an extensive study concefning these
abilities in 1.929. Following his investigatidn, Cozens
concluded that there was some generality in gioss motor
ability which contradicted the findings of peirin (54) and
Garfiel (34). Horvever, after reviewing Cozen!s study,
Seashore (61) noted that the majority of correlations t{ere
between .20 and .30. Seashore therefore conciuded that
Cozenrs data supported the specificity of grods motor ski11s
rather than the_generality of motor skil1 hypoth'esis.
In 1934, Hoskins (45) completed a study of the
relationship of a battery of tests measuring general motor
ability and general motor: capacity to the specific motor
ざi与::卜島
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ski1ls learned in physical education. The subjects who
participated in the study were freshmen attending the
University of Virginia in the FaIl of 1'932. The tests
given to each subject were the General Motor Ability test
and the General lr{otor Capacity test . Each sub j ect parti -
cipated in either basketball, boxing, handba11, tap dancirg,
or individual activities. Swimming was a required course.
The majority of correlations were belorv .50 and non-signif-
icant which, according to Hoskins, supported specificity
rather 'than general ity' of motor performrrr.". , I
One ye?r after Hoskins (45) completed ]his study,
Jones (20) reached similar conclu!ions after J" extensive
;investigation in which 2000 males participated. Jones
studied the reLatj-onship of gross motor ski1ls and analyzed
the performance scores of subj ects in order to locate what
he designated as fundamental motor ski11s. Four motor
tasks were used in the investigation: running high jump,
a sprint run, rope clirnb, and a baseball throw for accuracy.
All the resulting correlations were lorv and tliese non-sig-
nificant correlations indicated the absence of an important
relationship between the four motor tasks. .l{nes concluded
from the r'esults of his investigation that the data sup-
ported the specificity of motor perfornance.
Freeman (33) and Seashore (61), two early motor
learning researchers, completed investigations in L942.
Freeman (33) investigated the relationship 
-between several
fine motor tasks which he called a needle and thread task,
|15
top winding, a naze tOst, and mirrOr drawing。 I Seasho e (61)
investigated the relationship between fine and gross motor
abilities, administering a battery of balance and stead―
■ness tests on two groups of college men.  The difference
■n scores between the two groups, known to differ ・n
athletic ability, was non―significant.  Both researchers'
data, which showed low correlations between t■e tasks
utilized, led them to sinilar conclusions.  MOtOr per―
formances, they contended, depend largely upoi specific
abilities related to the■r spec■fic motor areas.
|
The・majority of early investigations in the area
of motor ability concerned the generality or 」p c.fic■ty
of motor performance rather than motor learniig.  In 1942
Cire and Espenschade (35) inveStigated the relatioiship
between me'asures of motor educability and the learning of
specific motor skills.  The subjects who participated i_n
the investigation were 195 senior high school students.
Their achievement and performance scores on basketball,
baseball, volleyball skill tests; and the Brace test, Iowa―
Brace test, and 」ohnson Motor Educability test were
recorded.  Correlations obta■ned between the motor educa―
bility tests and variouS achievement scores were ―。29 to
。29 for basketball, ―。05 to .12 for volleyball, and ―.19
to 。17 for baseball.  According to the result,, the
researchers concluded that there was a high d9gree of
ヽ
spec■fic■ty of motor performance and motor leJrn.ng・
With the introduction of factor analydis, mot'e
::
sophisticated inl,es trgations were undertaken to f ind the iU
factors underlyjng motor ability. Cumbee (29)1, and Cumbee,
Meyer, and Peterson (3d) completed studies to determine
which factors were present in variables that had been used
in the past as m'easures of coordination. In the initial
study, Cumbee (29) analyzed 2L selected motor skills using
the nultiple group rnethod of factoring. fighJ factors
fron the intercorrelations of the 27 variables were
extracted and 5 were given names: balancing objects,
tempo, two-handed dexterity, speed and change of direction
of 'the arms and hands, and body balance. Cumbee concluded
that variables that were used in the past to measure motor
coordination, proficiency, ,ld sport skills grloup them-
selves around certain abilities. This conclusion indicated
that some generality of coordinations existed, but also that
further factors not considered in this investigation were
pertinent to motor coordination.
As a fo11ow-up to Cumbee's initial sttidy, Cumbee,
Meyer, and Peterson (30) completed a similar investigation
Ito deternine which factors rvere present in motor coordi-
nation tests. Third and Fourth grade girls served as sub-
jects in this study. The multiple group methcjd of factoring
was again util:-zed and produced nine clusters. Four of the
nine clusters were given names: balancing objects, body
balance, speed of change of direction of the arms and hands,
and total body quick change of. direction. It was concluded
by the researchers that a different definition of mot.or
「
1. “
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coordination should be considered for different age groups.
These data supported the task specificity of motor coordi-
nat ion .
In the early 1900's prominent motor learning
researchers such as.McCloy (51), Brace (Z), and Larson (46)
suggested that there was a 'general motor abitlity t under-
lying al1- motor performance. As early as L920',, researchers
such as Perrin (54) and Garfiel (34) concluded, that motor
ability was more specific than was previously believed.
Other early motor learning researchers such as Jones (20),
Hoskins (45), Seashore (61), Gire and Espenschade (35),
Freeman (33), Cumbee (2g) , and Cumbee, Meyer, 'and Peterson
(30) supported the specificity theory of moto:r perfornance'.
Recent Studies in Specificitv/Generalitv Theolv
Since 1955 several investigations were completed
which supported the specificity of rnotor performance and
also the specificity of motor learning. One of the most
prominent motor learning.researchers, Henry, completed many
investigations concerning the specificity of motor ski11
acquisition (37 ,38,39 ,40,41,42) . Henry and Nelson (40)
completed a study in 1956 investigating the iriterrelation-
ships betWeen performance and the learning of motor tasks
by 10 and 15 year old. boys. The majority of dtudies prior
to Henry and Nelson's investigation were primdrily concerne.d
with the spdcificity of motor performance rather than rvith
the specificity of motor learriing. Participating in the
、ミヒ___
|
|
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study were 72r 15 year old; and 73,10 year o1d boys. Three
motor tasks involving important basic elementJ of game
skills were performed by the subjects. These tasks were
similar in nature and involved stimulus discrimination.
Henry and Nel-son concluded that task specificity was great,
even in the learning of similar gross motor tasks. Holever,
specificity was shown to be less in the younger groups of
subj ects
One of Fleishman's (31) many investigations for
testing pilots in the United States Air Force'was completed
in 1958. Fleishman was interested in finding lthe relation-
ship between individual differences in positioning move-
rnents and static reaction tasks required in piloting air-
craft: The positioning task involved moving Jf," various
limbs to a specific point in space in rvhich tJrminal
accuracy of the response was measured. The lirnb must be
held steady while in a fixed positiori for the ]static reac-
tion task, and the maintenance of this position is the cen-
tral task. A11 of the more than 200 intercorrelations tvere
low, with 90 percent ranging betrveen -.20 and .20. These
.results 1ed Fleishman to conclude that ability in these
kinds of ccjordination is highly specific to the task
In 1961, Bachman (22) completed an investigation
to'determine the degree of specificity or gengrality that
was involved in the learning and performance of two large
muscle motor tasks. The total number of sub'iects who
participated in the study rvere. 320, 160 male and 160 female.
手1,ざ i
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Thes.e subjects were equally divided into 20 single year
groups ranging in age from 6 to 26. Each group consisted
of eight male and eight female participants. A slgnificant
amount of learning resulted on both tests; 44 percent on
the free standing ladder climb, and 59 percent on the
stabilometer. There was no significant correl!tions for any
of the age groups, which showed a high degree of specificity
present in the learning of these tasks. The hlighest non-
significant- correlations were found between subjects ranging
I
in age fron 6 to 11 years, which indicates som'e generality
of learning at early ages. These results tend to agree with
the results of Henry and Nelson (40) that ,or"l degree of
generality may exist in the younger age grorpri. Not only
was the task specificity of learning great, but the speci-
I
ficity of notor performance was al'so large. Ohfy 1 out of
LZ correlations was found to be statisticalLy significant.
Furthernore, these correlations hlere lotr' and indicated a
negative relationship between ski11s in the two tasks.
In the s.ame year as Bachman's study, Cratty (28)
conpleted a study to determine whether a conmon factor
of motor educability was present in the learning of two
maze tasks. The mazes had -similar patterns but occupied
different amounts of space. Sixty college students were
divided into 2 equal groups of 30, and each tlUj ect rvas
given LZ speed trials to learn the maze pathrvays. After
the 12th trj.al , the groups exchanged tasks. Pjroduct moment
correlations were computed for (1) the difference between
． ?? ?
?
traversal speed on the first and last trial, (tz) the dif- 20
ference between the third and last trial, and :(3) the dif -
ference between the slowest and, fastest tria1. The cor-
relations betwben the 1st and last trial were .24; between
the 3rd and last trial, "00; and betrveen the slowest and
fastest trial , .23, None of the three correl"itiorrc were
statistically significant. rvhich indicated tn",r".ificity
of learning motor tasks.
Fleishnan and Ellison (32) completed a factor
analysis of fine nanipulative'tests to determine the degree
of specificity or generality in the perfornance of these
tasks. In L96?, the researchers tested 760 subjects on 22
I
manual dexterity tasks. Five factors were isollated and
given names: wrist-finger speed, speed of ,r{ ,or"ment,
Ifinger dexterity, manual dexterity, and aiming. 
.The results
of the study led the researchers to the conclrision that
there was a high clegree of specificity of p"riormance of
these fine manipulative tasks.
Oxendine (53) completed an'investigation to deter-
mine the degree of generality or specificity iresent in the
learning of fine and gross motor skills. Forty high school
boys and girls served as subjects. The test included mirror
tracing and a pencil Tnaze, the fine motor ski11s; and a disc
tossing and hop scotch type skill, the gross motor tasks.
The subjects practice each ski1l on five consecutive days
in trials of three . The learning scores t.rere lcalculated by
「
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finding the difference between the first and ぢes  trial of
ZL
each day. The amount of generality in learning these
various tasks was computecl, and the correlations indicated
that the subjects did not inprove similarly on the various
tasks. Significant correlations were found between thc disc
tossing and the hop scotch type skil1, the a*: gross motor
tasks. A significant correlation was also forind between the'
disc tossing skil1 and the mirror tracirg, both perceptual
motor tasks. The degree of generality was slight and too
low to be of predictive va1ue. General inte1iig"rr." and
scholastic achievement were found not to be related to
learning or performance ability in the ski11s tested.
The major study which yielded contradictory findings
to those supporting specificity theory was the investigation
conpleted by Robichaux in 1960. Robichaux (59) computed
intercorrelations between five newly learned'ski11s and
ski1l tests. fntercorrelations between the skill test
scores and the nervly learned skills ranged frorn .16 to .79
with all, except 1, being significant at the .lOf leve1.
Robichaux concfuded that a performer's past ,Jao, perform-
ance appeared to be indicative of his performance level in
I
new gross motor ski11s, which supported the gdnerality of
performance theory.
Singer (62) investigated the interlini ski11 ability
in motor ski11 performance in 1966. Thirty-eignt corlege
freshmen were tested on 2 skills; throrving a softbarl for
accuracy, and kicking a soccer ball for accuracy.. Trials
were 30 seconds in duration and both !h" preferred and non-
|
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preferred arms and legs were used. Five of ttie six cor - 
27'
relations were 1ow but positively significant:, preferred
arm and non-preferred arm, preferred leg and non-preferred
1eg, preferred arm and non-preferred 1eg, preferred arm and
preferred 1eg, and non-preferred arm and non-preferred 1eg.
When anaLyzed for generality and specificity factors, the
highest percentage of variance common to both variables,
referred to aS the generality correlation, was 29 percent
comparing the preferred 1eg and non-preferred 1eg. Singer
concluded that there existed a strong specificity in limb
perfornance.
One of the most recent investigations 
,concerning
the specificity of motor learning rr'as completdd by Lempce
(16) in L970. Lempce was interested in deternining the
degree o'f generality or specificity in the abiLlity to learn
and perforn four gross perceptual motor tasks; and also to
determine the relationship of selected physical and mental
conponents to the learning and performance of these motor
tasks. Forty-six male children between the ages of 10 and
tZ participated in the investigation. The four gross per-
ceptual tasks included a tennis wa11 vo11ey, a soccer wal1
volley, volleyba11 wal1 vo1ley, and a soccer punt for
accuracy. Each subject was given three practice trials for
a period of six consecutive days. A11 the trials were 20
seconds in duration with the exception of the lsoccer punt,
in which the subject rvas given 5 trials. Each subject was
i
also tested 'on 14 other physical and rnental components,
≒II I・li
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e.g., intelligence, academic achievement, dept
agility. The scores obtained from these tests
related with the scores of the four motor task
score correlation coefficients did not vary si
23h perception,
were cor-
s. Learning
gnificantly
value. Lempcefrom zero or were too 1ow to be of predictive
concluded that a high degree of specificity existed in the
learning of the tennis, soccer, vo11eybal1, and soccer punt
tests. There was a high degree of specificity present in
the initial performance of the four tasks, butl after the
I
initial trial a mod.erate degree of generality lwas exhibited
in the performance of the four tasks. 
. 
Lenpce lalso concluded
that the mental components of intelligence, academic
achievement, and relative acadernic achievernent were not
related to the learning and performance of the four motor
tasks. This finding is sinilar to that of Oxendine (53) .
Specificitv of Movenent Speed and Reaction TiIe
The najority of studies in the previous section
of this chapter supported the specificity of performance
and learning of notor ski11s (16,18,20,22,2g,2:,,g,30,31,,32,
33r34 r35r40r45r53,54 r61r62). Researchers were also
interested in determining whether specific 
"rp:".r, of motor
ability were specific to the situation or were general fac-
tors. The studies that are discussed in this section were
completed to determine if speed of movement and reaction
tine are specific factors and independent of o,ne another.
Henry (37) completed an investigation iin 1952 to
determine if reaction time and moyement speed Lwere inde-
?
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pendent abilities. Sixty sub j ects were Sir"r, ]S trial , "^.f;4
on a ball snatch and 20 trial's each on a treadle press.
Each subjectrs responses were fractioned into movement speed
and reaction time components through the use of two chrono-
scopes. Reliabilities of the tasks ranged frJm .7g to .84
for reaction time, and ,73 to .79 for movement speed. Cor-
rel-ations ranged from -.07 to .15 and were nod found to be
statist'ical1y significant. Henry concluded tf,i"t movement
speed and reaction time were uncorrelated and lindependent.
Slater-Hammel (63) conpleted a study iirif", to
iHenryrs in thq same year. Twenty-five physical education
majors served as subjects at Indiana University, and were
each tested on a horizontal movement of the right arm
through a L20 degree arc. Correlational analysis of the
relationships between several measures of movdment duration
and reaction time resulted in correlation coefficients
ranging betrveen .07 and .L7. These non-significant cor-
relatiq-\rs 1ed Slater-HammeI to conclus ions similar to
1\' \
a,
Henryts (37), supporting the independence of movement speed
and reaction time.
Hipple (43)- investigated the racial differences in
notivation on muscular tension, reaction.time; and speed'of
movement. Sixty male sub j ects betrveen the .ages of LZ and 44
years participated in the study and were divided into equal
groups of 30 subjects according to race. Hipple neasured
the speed of notor response and found lorv correlations
between reaction time and mo\rement speed, .23 for Negroes
1            25
and 。38 for Caucas■ns.  Hipple found that thl highest cor―
relations ex■sted in the Caucas■an group betwlen the ages
of 12 and 14 years.  These results are similar to those of
Henry and Nelson (40)and Bachinan (22).  Theyl also indicated
that s6me.generality of learning may also be・present at
|
young age levels.
Henry and Rogers (41) stated that reaction time
and moVement speed would lengthen as a task became more
complex, and formulated the 'memory drun theory: to explain
this phenomena.  The researchers are of the opinion that
over a per■od of several years there ■s stored an abundance
of unconscious motor memory available for acts of neuromotor
skillo  When a complex skill is performed, a hore cOmpre―
hensive program is needed and the neural impulses will need
a longer per■od of time for coordination and direction ■n o
motor neurons and muscles.  To determine if their theory
was tenable, Henry and Rogers completed an ■nヤeStigati n
in which 120 subjects of different age levelslparticipated:
|
4th grade boys (N=20), 8th grade boys (N=20),lc01lege males
(N=30), college females (N=30), and males ranting in age
from 19 to 35 years (N=20).  The test consistとd of t ree
movements ranging in complexity from a simplelreleasing of
|a reaction key; to a more complex combinationlof releasing
|
a reaction key, striking a hang.ng tennis ball, pushing a
l
button to the left of the reaction key, and finally
grasping a second hanging tennis ballo  The rёsults showed
that all groups reacted more slowl)7 aS the movement became
ヽ｀.       Ⅲ■'リ
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more complex. Henry and Rogers also concluded
Iridividual differences in speed of arm'
ment ability are predominantly specific to
type of movement that is made (7 0e") ; there
oiriy a relatively sma11 amount of generalto move the arm rapidly (4L:a57).
In 1960, the same year as Henry and Rogers (41)
completed their study, Henry and lrlhitley (42) investigated
the relationship betleen individual differencels in strength,
speed, and mass in arm movement. College malers participated
in the study and formed 2 groups, Nr=30 and N Z=35. Henry
and Whitley found no significant correlation between static
strength and strength in action. The absence lof a signif -
icant correlation indicated the high specificlty of neuro-
motor coordination ski11s. Reaction tirne and novement speed
showed no significant correlation.
Clarke (24) completed an investigation sinilar to
the study of Henry and. IVhitley (42) in 1960. Clarke meas-
t
ured the strength/mass ratio and speed of lateral arm move-
ment of 48 college students. 'Thg movement speed trial con-
sistecl of each subject moving his right arm id a horizontal
plane a distance of 177 centimeters when an auditory signal
was given by the researcher. For the strength test, the
subject rvas in a supine position rvith one arm'extended
lateral1y at the shoulder height. The subject applied max-
imal force upward against a rvooden s'upport, in which a
spring balance l{as attached and fastened to the f1oor. The
resulting correlations betleen movement speed and strength/
mass were non-significant, and the reliability coefficients
move―
the
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of individual differences for all vari.ables were high.
Clarke corlclucled that the ability to exert maiimal strength
in a coordinated manner is determined by specifi. neuromotor
coordination patterns. No significant correlations were
found between speed of movement and reaction time.
,Mendryk (52) investigated reaction time, movement
speed, and task specificity relationships at the ages of 12,
27, and 48 years in male subjects. The reaction time and
movement speed of 150 subjects, 50 in each group, were
recorded by Mendryk in 1960. The reaction time and mcivement
speed was LZ percent faster in the 22 year o1d subjects than
either the 72 or 48 year o1d groups. Individual differences
exhibi.ted 74 percent task specificity for short arm versus
long arm movernents, and ?,6 percent ge4erality to move the
arm quickly. The speed of reaction exhibited more task
specificity than general Lty, but not as great as can be
found rvith speed of movement.
Henry (38r39) conpleted tlo of his nunierous inves-
tigations concerning specificity of reaction tine and move-
rnent speed in 1961. One-hundred and tr+enty cqllege males
participated in Henryrs (38) initial study in ifSOf. Each
subject stood erect with his right arm extending laterally
while resting on a reaction key. In respons" iao an audifory
stimulus, the subject swung his arm forward of 90 degrees at
l
maximum speed to.pass through a vertical pul1-lort target
string placed an arm's length to'his front. i".t subject
i
had LZ trials and the total arm distance moved was lL7
?
，
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centimeters" Reliability coefficients were .9L for reaction
time, and .93 for movement speed. There was a, .02 correla-
tion between reaction time and rnovement speed, which 1ed
Henry to the conclusion that these abilities are independent
and unrelated.
In the second investigation, Henry (39) studied
stimulus com.plexity, movement complexity, age; and sex in
I
relation to reaction latency and speed in limb movements.
Four-hundred and'two subjects of both sexes participated in
the investigation. Reaction time and movement speed data
of these subjects,,who ranged in age from 8 to 30 years,
were collected and analy zed by Henry. The .orrulations
showed that the individual differences in reaction time and
movement speed were alnost entirely independent and unre-
alted. The correlations trrer€,1ow at every stage of motor
development between the ages of 8 and 35 years for both
sexes
The specificity or generality of speed of systen-
atically related movements wai investigated by Lotter (48).
Eighty college males were tested on q speed task of turning
a two-handed arm crank, a sinilar movement using one arn
involving closely the joint and muscle action of the tr+o-
armed movement, and also comparable movements of the legs.
The correlations betleen single and repetitive arm move-
ments r{ere very lorv, as were the correlations lbetween com-
parable 1eg movOments. Significant correlations between
total lower limb and total upi"r limb abilities were
t゛tt
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l
Individual differences in speed ability were 85
specific and only 15 percent general.'
tl
Gray, Start, and ltlalsh (36) also int,est igated the
relationshi.p between speed of a limb movement,and limb po\r'€r
in L962. Sixty-tr,ro college students participated in the
inves tigation and were tested on the ergomete/ and vertical
power jump. The correlation detrveen 1eg power and 1eg speed
I
was ,47, The correlation ,", llow, and only accountbd for 22
percent of the total variance. This result indicated a high
degree of specificity and 1o13r generality inVolved in these
tasks " These results concur with those of C11rke (24) and
also Henry and Whitley (42) concerning the individual dif-
ferences between speed and strength of a limbjmovement.
II-lodgkins (44) compl eted an investigation studying
the relationship between reaction time and rno',lement speed
rlin relation to age and sex. Hodgkins concluded that (1)
I
males have a faster reaction tine and movemenf speed than
females, (2) both the reaction time and movement speed
increase in the individual until early adulthood and then
decrease, (3) the peak rnovement speed is maintained longer
by males and peak reaction time longer by females, and (4)
that there was very lorv relatiohships betrveen reaction time
and novement speed in the majority of the groups studied.
Smith (64) , lr{arteniuk (50) , and Loockirman and
I
Berger (47) completed the most recent studies I concerning
the specificity of movement ipeea and reaction time. Smith
(64) conpleted an investigatlin .ln 1966 in which reaction
29
time anrl movement speed relationships of four irrr" muscr"'O
motor tasks were studied. Seventy males partilipated in the
study and performcd four types of‐iscrete movLments:  an
arm movement forward, backward, a leg movementlforward,
backward.  The reaction time Ond movement speed correlations
ranged frOm ―.06 to .23, and none were statistically signif―
icant.  The lowest reliabilitウ coeff cient, whbn adj usted
|by the Spearman―Brown Prophesy formula, was .91。  Smith
concluded that indiv■dual fferences ■n ability to react
quickly and moサe fast are alm9St entirely unrelated.
Marteniuk (50) inveStigated the degree of speci―
ficity or generality which exェ,ts・in t e learning and per_
formance of two similar speed tasks.  Seventy―fiV  c01lege
students volunteered to partiCipate in the stuay and were
tested on two s■mple stimulus―response type sk'1lst  Both
|
tests hail cOmmOn elements in that the movementL consisted
of fast linear arm movements, requiring accuracy and fine
finger coordinatidno  Each subject had 75 trialS On the
|
speed tasks, the peg turn and the rho test.  T卜e peg turn
|
required the subject to lift his hand from a m.icroswitch,
lift a wooden dowel from a block, turn ■t verl w■th a
|clockwise motion, and then return his hand to the micro―
switch.  The rho test consisted of a clockwisel movement of
a pivoted handlδ.on a horizontal crank for one full rota―
に
tion.  The lettrning score was computed by subtracting the
mean of the initial s｀x rials fro】n the mean of the last
six trial s. The intertask correlation of iear'ning was .29 ,
、、 =｀_. .1  ,,
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Only nine percent of the variance was held in common between
the two tasks, therefore, Marteniuk concluded ,that the
learning which occurred in the situation was s'pecific to the
task. This specificity of learning agreed with the findings
of Bachman (ZZ) , Oxendine (53), Henry and Nelsron (40),
Singer (62) , and Lempce ('16).
t
Loockdrman and Berger (47) completed d study in lg72
concerning the specificity of speed of novemerit and reaction
time. They investigated the degree of specificity or gener-
ality found between forward, backlard, left, and right
I
directional movements of the doninant hand and total body
under choice stimulus conditions.. The subjects who partici-
pated in the study were 50 college freshmen. The results of
Loockerman and Berger showed the generality of directioris
for reaction time of the hand'to be between 39 and 52 per-
cent, while the movement tine rvas betleen L4 and 47 percent.
The generality of directions for the total body for reaction
time was between 36 and 55 percent, rvhile the movement speed
was between 6 and 22 percent. These findings lt"a the
researchers to the conclusion that the ability to react and
|
move the dominant hbnd and"total body appearedr to be largely
specific to the direction of the response.
Two studies concerning movement speed and reaction
l
time were found to support the theory of generllity rather
than specificity. An investigation be Youngeni fOZl, com-
Ipleted in L959, compared the reaction time andi movbment
speed of women athlbtes and rvomen non-athletesr. Forty-seven
l
 ｀                   32women athletes and 75 women non「athletes participated in the
investigation｀:  The women athlctes participated in the
ケ                          、
sports of swimming, fencing, fiel'd hOckey, and tennis.
After testing each subject on electronic apparatus utilized
to measure reaction time and movement speed, Youngen found
that women athletes showed aヽfaster reaction time and move―
ment spced that women non―athletes.  Youngeh also found_low
pos■tive statistically sign■ficant cOrrelations between
reaction time and movement speed.
In the same year as YoungenPs (67) inveStigation,
Pierson (55)completed an extensive study of 400 male sub―
jects ranging in age from 18 to 83 years.  Afteir testing
each subject's reaction tine and movement speed, Pierson
found that at certain age levels the correlations between
these two abil'ities were statistically significant.  He
referred to earlier investigations by Henry which showed no
positive significant relationship between reaCtion time and
movement speedo  After examining Henry's findings, PierSon
stated that there2was cons■d rable chance for error when
conclusions concerning the entire population were drawn from
a sample of male college students.  The lowest correlations
found by Pier,on were in the range of ―.20 to .20 for the
colldge age group.  He found correlatiOns as high as 。86
for the age group between the years 45 and 55; 。82 coef―
ficient for the｀ages between 40 and 45 years; and a .50
value at the age of 12 years.  There was a .oo cOrrelation
at the age of 20 years。
33
1n summary, the majority of research colmpleted in
the area of motor learn■ng, concern■ng the question of spec―
|
■fic■ty or generality of motor learn■ng and performance,
supports the task specificity theory.  Perrin 〔54), Garfiel
〔54), Cozens (18), Hoskins (45), JoneS (20), Freeman (33),
Seashore (61), Cire and EspenSchade (35), Cumb ele, Meyer, and
Peterson (30), Cumbee (29〕, Henry and Nelson (40), Fleishman
(31), BaChman (22), Cratty (28), Fleishman and Ellison (32),
Oxendine 〔53〕` , Singer (62), and Lempce (16) completed
studies supporting a high degree of specificityl of bOth
motor learning and motor performanceo  Robichau文 (59) found
l
results supporting the generality of motor learning.  Lotter
(48), Hipple (43), Slater―Hammel (63), Henry and Rogers
(41), Henry and Whitley (42), Henry (37,38,39), Clarke (24),
Mendryk (52), Gray, Start, and Walsh (36), HodgXins (44),
Smith (64), Marteniuk (50), and Loockerman and Berger (46)
found lo百c rrelations between the speed of movёment and
reaction time of subjects of varying age levelst  Some
findings supporting a positive significant relationship
bet"een reaction tine and movement speed were found by
 ｀ Youngen (67) and PiersOn (55).  HoweVer, the majority of
|
findings supported the specificity theory.
Fopt―eye cooFdIユatiOn l■l Tracking 旦茎illS      I
Since there are only a few ■nstrunents ■n ex■stence
which may be util'ized to measure foot―eye coordinati n,
there has only been a lim■ted amount of researci Completed
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in the area of foot-eye coordination and trackihg skil.ls.
The majority of these instruments are adaptations of hand-
bye coordination testing devices. This section of the
review of the literature will ccncern investigations in the
area of foot-eye coordination 1nd tracking ski11s.
Fleishman (31) was one of the first researchers in
the area of notor learning to introduce instrunbntation for
the sole purpose of testing foot-eye coordination.
Fleishman was concerned primarily with constructing various
tests of notor ability that could be useful to the Air Force
in training and screening potential pilots. Inl 1958,
Fleishman tested 204 basic trainees in the United States
Air Force on 31 individual tasks. Ten clusters of factors
resulted from the 31 tasks and 7 were named: response
orientation, fine control sensitivity, reaction tine, speed
of arm movernent, arm-hand steadiness, rnultiple limb coordin-
ation, and rate control. Two of the 31 tasks wbre foot-eye
coordination tests, and were referred to as rudder control
tasks. The reliabilities of these tasks were .70 for the
single target task and .82 for the triple target task. The
complex coordination task, which included both coordinating
movements of the hands and feet, correlated .40 with pilot
success 
"
Smith (L7).utilized a tracing board to test the
foot-eye coord'ination of subjects in his investigation.
The subjects tested both their feet and hands in tracing a
diagrarn on the -board. The resul ts showed that- j of the 10
|
icorrelations were significant in the hand-eye task, while trt
of the 10 correlations were Significant in the foot -eye
coordinatio'n test. None of the significant correlations met
the .75 correlation leve1 suggested by McCloy and Young (8)
as the minimum level for retention of a test fcir use in
testing physical ski11s. i
Poulton (11) studied the literature concerning
tracking behavior and categorized tracking into five dis-
tinct types: pursuit, compensatory, acquisition or discon-
tinuous step function, unpaced contour, and paced contour
tracking. A description of these different types of
tracking is given be1ow.
1. Pursuit tracking. Tracking in which the subject must
keep a marker or stylus in line with a moving target: A
purSuit rotor task is an example of this tfpe of tracking.
2. Conpensatory tracking. Tracking in which there is only
one moving element. The moving element tends to move away
I
from a fixed target. Fleishman (31) utilized al compensatory
task'in testing Air Force personnel and referre'd to it as
the Single Dimension Pursuitirneter. The subject makes com-
pensatory adjustments (in and out movements) of a control
whee1, in order to keep a horizontal line in a nu11 position
as it deviates from center in irregular fashion.
3. Acqusition or Continuous Step Function tracking.
Tracking which begins with the target. and marker super-
inposed. During the task, the target suddenly jumps to a,
different position and the subject must quickly change the
36
stylus position so it is superimposed on the target again.
Fleishman (31)used a step function task and referred to it
|
as,the Control Adjustment taSke  Subjects are required to
match the position of a red light with a green light in
which they controlo  When the position is matched for a
period of .5 second, the red light quickly changes lo a new
position.  The subject must quickly superimpose the green
light to this new position.                    |
4。  Unpaced Contour tracting.  Tracking in which a contour
is followed by a subject controlling a stylus at his own
speedo  An example of this type｀of tracking is star pattern
m■rror trac■ng.
5.  Paced Contour trackingo  Tracking ■n which the subject
keeps a stylus in contact with a wiggly line approaChing at
a fixed Jpeedo  The marker moves across the appFOaching
paper at right angles′tQ the difection of the onCOming
target.  In both Paced and unpaced contOur tracking, the
|
:llli::. alhi:SilVih:hiril::lilifill:ni: ::lieliS::l::uin
tracking and pursuit tracking, ■n which there is no preview
of the oncoming track.  The ski simulator utilized in this
|
■nves,igatiOn ■s an example of a paced contour 卜racking
task.
`Poulton (11)・Centers キhe majOrity of hiS review of
tracking literature on the first three types of tracking、:
pursuit,ヽcompensatory, and st・ep func ion trackingo  Poulton
notes that there h~ave、been few ■nvestigatiOns lompleted
37
■n the area of contour tracking and states:
The two remaining kinds of tracking (uipaCed
and Paced contour trackint)haVe received much
less study.  Both involve a target extendeo in
space like a wiggly lineo  By far the commonest
in everyday life can be called unpaced contour
tracking (11:361).
SpVeral aspects of the sulijectis performance are
vital to tracking proficiency, one of which is lpacing.
Throughout the contour tracking task the subje,t must COn―
tinually make movements of a specific size, but the size of
the movements varies constantly.  If the subject makes a
correct movement, but at the wrong instant, it is as if he
wpre to make an incorrect movemeito  Tlle execution of the
precise response at the correct instant is of the utmost
importance in tracking skills。
Poulton (11)repOrted that a minimum of about ,20
second is required for a man to respond to a visual stin―
uluse  Welford supports this finding and states:
If the track is hidden from view until it
reaches the pen (stylus), the Subject almos,t
inevitably tracks a little late due to a
reaction tine between a stimulus entering the
 ｀eye and the beginning of the response action,
which represents the time taken by various
i:::1:子: Central, and motor mechanisms to act
Craik (25,26) found that subjects could not make
error corrections at a rate faster than two per.second.
Even though paced contour tracking is a continuous task and
the stimulus input is constantly changing, the 9utput iS
discontinuous (Craik, 25,26).  The psycho.logicai refractory
|
period, which refers′‐to a subject's delay in handling a
,  ,1/
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second of two successive signals which are closely spaced,
was thought to be the reason for the discrete lather than
continuouS error corrections. Welford (15:15) istates that
the corrections "appear to represent the sun of a reaction
time of about .3 second and a monitoring time of aborit .2
second.
Two sources of information can aid tfr" lsubj'ect in
handling the reaction time de,lay according to Poulton (56).
The subject must be able to deternine the future position
of the track, and this can be accomplished through either
prediction or a display of the approaching track. Poulton
states the inportance of at least one of these factors as
being present in a tracking task:
If the track of the target is neither
disillayed ahead nor predictable, S's responses
will tend to be at .least one RT behind the ,
target (56:472) .
Poulton (11) has found that with pursuit tracking,
when there was a future display of the target, there was
an average reaction time 1ag'of'approximately zero.' He
found that a .4 second preview of the oncoming track was
approximately as effective as'an 8.0 second display. How-
ever, when the preview was d6creased to .3 second, there
was a significant reaCtion t'i,me lag and decrement 'in per-
formance. Concerning contour tracking, Poulton states:
In contour tracking, where he can see thetrack ahead, he has simply to reproduce thetrack as he sees it one reaction time ahead
of his response indicator, which he can do
reasonably well (11:391.) .
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However, if the subject is already highly
skilled, efficiency will decrease the longer
the task is continired, and lthe decrease i;attributable to fatigue (a:158) .
IAs Poulton (11) has indicated, paced contour
I
tracking tasks are the least stludied tracking skil1s. The
I
researcher has found a limited number of investigations* in
which paced contour tracking was used.' Whitley (66) , and
Straub ("65) have utilized instriunentation which have not
been reforted to have been useal in any previous studies.
IRoth (60)', Crancer (27), and Rafaelsen (58) utilized simu-
lated driving apparatus. to test] the effects of alcohol and
narijuana on driving perform"rr.[. None of arr" ,three inves-
I
tigations using simulated drivilS apparatus reported reli-
abilities of the instrumentatio[. Whitley (66) and Straub
I(65) specificaLLy used instrumehtation to test foot-eye
coordination.
Whitley (66) completed hn investigation in 1969
using a new motor learning task referred to as the foot-
twist tracking task. Sixty colh,ege males participated in
I
the study and were given 35, t ln:-nute trials. lEach trial
consisted of a 30 second work pLri.oa and a 30 s'econd rest
period. Each subject was seate,il in a chair with his right
Ifoot secured in a foot piece. Ih" subject could freely
rotate his lower 1eg at the knee joint. A stylus was
I
attached to the foot piece and during the testing the sub-
|           |   .ject attempted tO keep a stylぃ。lin cOntact with, the target.
The target consisted of an´rr gular smooth curve that
was dral・7n on a rotating Jrum 10点ated at the subject's
ォ′'til
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PROCEDURES
|
The contents of this chapter will expl'ain the
Iprocedures undertaken in this study. The ski simulator
has not been reported ao n"lru L""r, used in any previous
il
study concerning the measrr"*efirt of foot-eye coordination.
A description of the machine i5 necessary to famil iarize
the reader with the apparatus. A blue print, or design
of the study, must be formulat,d priOr to the data col―
 ヽ                                  |
lection. This chapterrs contehts consist of a descrip-
tion of the population and samfle, sources of the data,
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the design of the study, instrlmentation, and method of
data collection, and organl'zat
tical treatments.
Description of the Population and Sample
ion of the data for statis-
II
Ii 4s
The 60 subjecfs were divided'into 2 equal groups of 30
lrpersons, according to their skiing ability. Group I,
il
Non-skiers, consisted of 30 students who had nol previous
il
experienc.e in the sport of rf.ii{ig prior to their testing
t'date on the ski sinulator. Group II, Skiers, cbnsisted
il
of 30 college students who had itiea for at tealt 3 yearsnrprior to their testing on the tlfi simulator. These students
Ir
skied regularLy as time, monpY,llweather conditions, and
t;
other factors pernitted. The researcher assumed that after
three years of skiing, their Per
average skiing conpetencY.
Sources of the Data
I
iltformances were of at least
ll
researcher: denographic, experimental, 
_and reliability
data. Prior to the testing on in" ski simulator, all sub-
Irjects completed a questionnairell (Appendix). Each subject
il
recorded his age, height, w€igh!, and infornation con-
t;
cerning his skiing experience. 
I
The second source of irrhorr"tion, the experimental
t'
data, was the actual results ofll each subject's iperformance
on the ski sinulator. Each ,rU!ect was tested on the ski
lr
simulator at three different spbed 1eve1s: slow, medium,
lr
and fast'. The-ski simulator, retorded automatically the
tlgates nissed by the subject ,thri5ughout the trial, and these
Idata were refdrred to as the subjectrs error score.
il
The f inal source of i.nfbrnation collected by the
Three sources of infbrmation were collelcted by the
ll
|~
I
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researcher was the reliabiiity data. Eight subjects from
each group, the Non-skiers'and the Skiers, were randomly
selected and retested on the ski simulator during the
third' week after their initial trials. Product-moment
5re calculated on the RCAcorrelation coefficients w6 l ter
Spectra 70/35 computer at Ithaca Co11ege.
Design of the Studv
The two groups of subj ects who participated in
the investigation were knoivn to differ on the criterion
neasure, skiing performance. Group I, Non-skiers, had
not skied prior to their tbsting on the ski slimulator.
Group If , Skiers, had skied" at least three 'f 
"l"r, prior to
their testing on the ski sinulator. The ski 'experience
of Group II, Skiers, was the experimental treatment or
variable rvhich was thought to bring about changes in foot-
eye coordination. Therefore, the study was ex-post facto
in nature, that is to szy, pretests could no! be given
since the experimenta,l treatments had already, taken p1ace.
Consequently, a posttest was given to measure the effects
of the experinental treatment.
|
Both groups of subjects were tested under con‐
|trolled conditions, and th9ir errorscores (gateS missed)
‐
  1
were compared statistically.  The。05 1evel df signifi―
cance was utili・zed for rejlこtion of the null hypothesis.
Ins trumentation
The ski simulator, Dukene MOdel 14A655, was uti―
|
11:||!|
|
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lized as the testing device in the experiment. Shown in
Figure L are overhead and front views of the ski sinu-
lator, while the rear and side views of the appartus
are illustrated in Figure Z.
In the testing position, the subject was required
to stand on two parallel pedals; two inches apar t and
seven and one-half inc.hes from the base of the appartus.
The subject placed his hands on two upright poles located
directly in front of him. The subject directed his vision
downward t-o an enclosed area , 44 inches in length and 37
inches in width, slanting downward at an approximate angle
of 45 degrees. This enclosed area was approximately
four feet.in height. A piece of clear plastic covered
the top surface
Directly under the plstic covering was located
a simulation of a man on skies, approximately .two inches
in height. The simulated skier was manipulated to turn
45 degrees to the right or left by the corresponding foot
movements of the subject on the pedals. The simulated
skier was situated above a rotating belt, which was two
and one-half feet in tvidth. Attached to the revolving
belt were four strips of netal located one foot apart.
Each netal strip extending across the belt had a small
two inch'opening, or gate. The belt revolved 20 times
to complete a trial
The object of the test was for the subject
manipulate the s inulat.ed skier through these gates
????
?
?
??
?
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his corresponding foot movements on the pedals. If the
siurulated skier touched a metal strip with any part of
his skies, it was recorded as a missed gate. The sub-
ject's error scorb was equal to the number of missed
gates throughout the test. Each trial was conpleted
after the subject guided the simulated skiers through
the 80 gates.
Method of Data Collection
The ski simulator was situated in the motor
Learning laboratory on the gr,ound floo'r of the Science
building at Ithaca College. One subject was administered
the test at a time. No one was present except the test
adninistrator and the subject being tested. The investi-
gator taped the following instructions on a tape recorder
and each subject listened to them prior to his testing on
the ski simulator.
The device you are about to be tested on is
callec1 a ski. s iinulator . It is being ut il ized to
test foot-eye coordination. Two groups 9t sub-jects are being tested; skiers and non-skiers'itre researcher-is interested in finding whether
skiers perfbrm better than non-skiers on this
instrument.
The subject will nol'I take the startingposition, standing on the twg pedals and g-rasping
ttr" ski poles locited directly in front of you
The simuiated skier will move to the right orleft depending upon ;four corresponding foot move-
ments on the feaifs.'The object of the test is foryou to manipuiate.the skier through the openings
i,t the bel't. There are metal s trips extending
across thd belt with two inch openings ' If the
ski.er touches these metal strips, it is recorded
as a nissed gate by the simulator. The number of
missed gates-thropghout the test will be referred
51
he was
of six.
tes ted
to as the error score. The .most importantpoint to remember in obtaining the lowestpossible error score is to manipulate the
sinulated skier so that it is directed to
the oncoming gate before completing the
exit through the current gate. You will
be given one practice trial at a slow speed
of six, and then will be tested at threedifferent speed 1eve1s. These speeds will
be designated as s1ow, six and one-half;
medium, seven and one-quarter; and fast,
eight. There will be a one minute restperiod between each trial , in which you rvillbe seated. If there are any questions,please ask them prior to the start of the
actual testing.
After the subject listened to the instructions,
given a practice trial at a moderaa"rlu slow speed
Following this. practice trial, the Subject was
once at three different speed levels: s1ow, six
and one-ha1f; medium, seven
eight. Between each trial
rest period of one minute.
questions, he was requested
actual t.es ting ,
Organization of the Data
The scores of the practice trial for each subject
were not recorded. Each subject had one trial at each of
the three different testing speeds, and these scores were
recorded by the researcher. Following data collection,
the error scores were placed on data sheets so that key
punching could be performed. Data were then key punched
and verified. Data processing then began.
and one-quarter; and fast,
the subject was seated for a
If the.subject had any
to ask them prior to the
52
Data Analvsis
A talLy siatistics computer program was util ized
to obtain means and standard deviations for each group on
each variable, e.g., demographic data (age, height, w€ight,
and skiing experience) and experimental data (error scores).
The separate variance t model was util ized to find the value
of t for each of the demographic variables of dga, height,
and weight. A two-tailed t-test progran was utilized to
determine if statistically significant differences existed
(.05 level) between the groups on these three demographic
variables 
"
taiLed
the two
Pophan
In mdking the choice as whether to use the one-
or two-tailed t test in comparing the iesults of
groups of subj ects, the researcher consulted
(10:56) :
When the
he allows for
result which
Hence he musthis results.
researcher does not make a prediction
the possibility of a statistical
may either be positive or negative.
use a two-tailed test to interpret
Therefore, a two-tailed test was utilized due to the fact
that the researcher did not make any predictions regarding
the results of the demogrpahic variables.
Thq assumptions underlying the use of the t test
are that the population sampled is normal, and that the
sample has been drawn ranclomly from the population. The
failure to utilize random sarnpling procedures is the major
linitation of this investigation. Volunteer subjects
participated in the study rather than subjects selected
t' I
,'l
tl
llrr'lrlr
,l
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iandomly from the populatioh. Although the use of a
random sanple is of extreme importance when inferential
statistical procedures are util ized, Tate (1a:11)
states the value of rdsearch lacking randomization:
However, it would be incorrect to conclude
that the study of a nonrandom sample is without
significance. The investigation rnay be worth-
while, both because the sample' evidence may be
important in itself and because the investi-gation may suggest significant problems and
hypotheses for more extended and general study.
The experimental data were run on the RCA
Spectra 7O/35 computer al Ithaca Co11ege. F ratios
were computed for each group of subjects on each vari-
able, and the F distribution table was referred to in
order to find out if the F ratios were statistically
significant. A multiple discrimindnt function program
was utiLized to tes! for overall difference in foot-
eye coordination among the two grollps of sub j ects .
Multivariate statistical procedures enabled the
researcher to avoid the practice of a single variable
at a tine conparison, and to answer the basic question
of whether or not the trvo groups of subjects differed
significantly in foot-eye coordination when ,if three
speeds were considered
.aF
To test the reliability of the ski simulator,
eight subjects from each group were randomly selected and
retested during the third week after their initial trials 
"
The initial and posttest scores were then utilized to
produce product moment correlation coefficients for each
,\
??
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experimental variable. The statistical significance of
the coefficients were determined by consulting the appro-
priate tab1e.
,
Chapter 4
RESULTS
Three sources of data were collected by the
researcher. Prior to each subjectrs testing on the ski
simulator, he completed a questionnaire (Appendix A) in
which he recorded his ?Ee, height, weight, and information
concerrring his skiing experience. The researcher will
present these data in the first section of this chapter.
The second source of data, the ski simulation
results, will be presenteil in the second section of this
chapter. Each subj ect was tested, at three different speed
levels on the ski simulator: slow, medium, and fast. The
results of descriptive and inferential statistical proce-
dures, along with graphical and tabular analyses, will
also be presented in this section.
In the final section of the chapter reliability
data will be presented for the ski simulator. Eight sub-
jects in each group, the Non-skiers (Group I) and the
Skiers (Group II), were retested on the ski simulator
during the third week after their initial trials were
taken. During retesting, the same initial testing pro-
cedures were utilized. Each subject was given a practice
trial on the ski simulator at the speed of six. Each
55
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subject was theh tbsted at the speeds of six and one-
half (slow)', seven and one-quarter (medium), and eight
(fast). One minute rest periods were observed, in which
the subject was seated, between each trial at the various
speeds during the testing" The product moment correla-
tion coefficients between the original test scores and
the retest scores for each group, dt the three different
speed 1eve1s, were calculated by the researcher.
Deno'graphic Data
The mean raw scores, standard deviations, and
t-test values for Non-skiers and Skiers for denographic
variables are shown in Table 1. As shown, the two groups
of subjects were very sj.nilar in age, height, and weight.
No statistically significant differences were found
between Non-skiers and Ski.ers on any of the denographic
variables.
Table 2.shows the mean raw scores and standard
deviations for the number of years of skiing experience
for the Skiing group. Subjects in Group I, the Non-
skiers, had no previous experience in the sport of skiing
prior to their testing on the ski simulator. Therefore,
only the results for the Skiers are shown in Table 2.
Each subject in Group, II (Skiers) and Group I
(Non-skiers) listed his current field of study at Ithaca
Col1ege" .These data were tabulated by the researcher
and are shown in Tabl.e 3, Five students in Group II
and six subjects in Group I entered college in the Fa1l
57
.Table l
Demographic Data for Skiers
and Non―skiers
Variable  Croup I(Non―skiers〕 Gr up II(Skilers)
(N=30)             ヽ(N=30)
X    S.D.X    SoDo   t
Age           21。20    2.30      20。17 1。66   1。99
Height        70。40    3.13      69。80   2。86 0.22
Weight       165。 77   15.95     162。57   25。71  0。76
dofe=29
58
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Table 2
Exper■ence forSkiers
Variable ? SoD.
Ski Experience (yrs. )
Ski Days per Year
Ski Days in Winter of
1972-7 3
Ski Lessons with aCerti'fied Instructor
6.57
14。85
11。77
2.63
3.66
17。91
22。28
3。01
59
of Lg73. Therefore, Do field of study was r'ecorded for
these students. As shown, the majority of subjects who
participated in the study were physical education majors.
Ten 6f the 30 subjects in the Non-skiing group and 5 par-
ticipants in the Skiing group were majoring in physical
education. Fifteen other fields of study were represented
by participants in this investigation.
Of the 30 skiers in Group II, only 5 reported
sustaining injuries serious enough to consult a phlzsician.
Two of these injuries were lacerations caused by being cut
by a ski pole. The two most serious injurie's reported to
the researcher were a fiacture of the lower 'leg and a low
back strain. As shown in Table 4, both injured skiers had
the least skiing experience and were skiing on the most
difficult slope at the time of injury. Table 4 also shows
that a1l of the subjects reported having taken some skiing
lessons with a certified instructor except one of the two
skiers who was seriously injured.
Ski Simulation Data
Each subject in Group I (Non―skiers)‐and Group II
(Skiers)waS tested on the・ki si ulator at three different
speed levels:  s10w, medium, and faste  A practice trial at
a slow speed designated as siX on the ski aimulator was
given prior to the actual testing.  The designated speed
level of the ski simulator for the actual tett Speeds was
slow, six and one―half; medium, seven and one―quarter, a d
fast, e■ghto  The researcher recorded the number of missed
60
Field of
for , in CollegeSkiers
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Field of Study Non-skiers Skiers(N=30) (N=30)
Entering College inFall of L973
Physical Education
Phys ics
Undecided
General Studies
Biology
Television 6 Radio
Bus ines i
Math
SocioLogy
Health Adninistration
PhiLosophy
PoL it ics
Psychology
Economics
Physical Therapy
History
6
10
0
1
1
0
2
3
2
0
0
0
3
0
0
1
1
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62gates during each trial for each of the 30 subjects in
both groups, the Non-skiers and the Skiers.
The mean error scores for Non-skiers and Skiers
on ski simulation are graphically illustrated in Figure
1. It can be seen that the error scores of the Skiing
group are much less than the error scores of the Non-
skiing group at the three different speed leve1s of the
ski simulator.
Iable 5 shows the mean error scores, standard
deviations, and F values for the Skiers (N=30) and Non-
skiers , (lri=30) on ski simulation. As shown, a statisti-
ca11y significant.difference (.05 level) was found to
exist between the mean raw error scores for Non-skiers
(Group I) and Skiers (Group II) at all three sinulation
speed 1eve1s" As shown, the Skiers outperformed the
Non-skiers at each speed 1eve1.
Three minor nul1 hypotheses were stated in this
investigation. A statistically significant difference
(.05 level) was found to exist between the Skiers and
Non-skiers when the ski simulator was operating at slow
speed. Group II (Skiers) outperforned Grouir I (Non-
skiers) at the slow speed of the ski simulator. There-
fore, the first minor nu11 hypothesis was rejected. There
was a statisti-ca1ly significant difference (.05 1evel) in
foot-eye coordination between college Non-skiers and
college Skiers when the ski simulator lvas operating at
slow speed"
■、
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Figure 3
Mean Error Scores for Non-skiers and Skiers
on Ski Simulat.ion
-
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Table 5
Mean Error Scores, Standard Deviations, and F
Values for Non-skiers and Skiers
on Ski Sinulation
Non―sk ie rs        Skiers.(N=30)            (N=50)
Speetl f S.D. X S.D. F
Slow 4 .87 2.86 3.07 2.60 6..50b
Medium LL.27 3.59 6.57 2.65 33.294
Fast L7 .?3 6.7L L1.03 3.57 19 .954
asignificant beyond the 。01 level with dofe=
bli:lificant at the .05 1evel with d.f.=lξ
58。
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A statistically significant difference (.01 1eve1)
was present between the Non-skiers and the Skiers when the
ski simulator was operating at both the medium and fast
Speeds. The Skiers had lower mean error scores.at both
Simutrator speed leve1s. It was concluded, therefore, that
they possessed better foot':e1l€ coordinatioh than the Non-
skiers at medium and fast sPeeds. As a result of these
analyses, both the second and third minor nul1 hypotheses
were rejected. There was a statistically significant
difference between the' college Skiers and the college Non-
skiers in foot-eye coordination when the ski simulator was
operating at medium (hypothesis 2) or at fast (hypothesis
3) speed.
Tabl.e 6 shows the results of multiple discriminant
function analysis of ski simulation variables for Skiers
and Non-skiers. As shown, the Wilks' Lambda criterion was
found to be statistically significant beyond the .0001
1evel. In addition, Mahalanobis DZ statistic, a distance
measure, aLso reached statistical significance beyond the
.001 Level. Therefore, it was concluded that the Skiers
possessed significantly better foot-eye coordination than
the Non-sk'iers. The results, shown in Table 6, failed to
support the major nu11 hypothesis which stated: There
will be no statistically significant difference in foot-
eye coordination of college Skiers and college Non-skiers
as neasured by the ski simulator.
'l
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' Table 6
Multiple Discriminant, Function Analysis
of Ski Sinulation Values forSkiers and Non-skiers
Wilks. Lamb da     dof.       F         D2      def。
0.60 L 3 q 56 L2.384 29 .26a 3'
asignificant beyond the 。0001 level.
67
Table 7 shows the <liscriminant score weights for
Skiers and Non-skiers on ski simulation. As'shown, the'
.889 value for the medium spe'ed cbntributed the most to
the between-gr6ups variance. That is to saY, when the
machine was operated at rnedium speed, it was found to be
the best predictor of foot-eye coordination between Skiers
and Non-skiers. A -0.407 value was found fol slow speed
of the ski simulator. This negative discriminant score
weight indicated that the ski simulator, when operated at
slow speed, is not a good predictor of foot-eye coordin-
ation
Reliabilitv Data
The final section of this chapter concerns the
reliability of the ski simulator. Eight subjects in each
group, the Non-skiers (Group I) and the Skiers (Group II),
were retested on the ski simulator the third week after
their initial test. Each subject was given a practice
trial at a speed of six, and then was retested at the
identical speed 1evels at which he was initially tested.
These speeds were slol, six and one:ha1f; nedium, seven
and one-quarter; and fast, eight. The test-retest cor-
relation program was run on the RCA Spectra 70/35 computer
at Ithaca College
Product-moment correlation coefficients for sfow,
medium, and fast speeds on the ski simulator for Non-
skiers (Grdup I) are reported in Table 8. As shown, two
of the correfation coefficients were found to be statisti-
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Table 7
Discriminant Score ltleights for
Non-skiers and Skiers onSki Sinulation
Simulated Speed     Axis I
Slow
Medium
Fast
-0.407
0。889
0。211
′
    1l l
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69cally significant beyond the .01 leve1. The only cor-
relation coefficient that failed to reach statistical
significance (.05 1evel) was at slow speed for the Non-
skiing group
Shown in Table 9 are the product-moment ior-
relation coefficients for the Skiing group (Group II) at
the three different speed levels of the ski sinulator.
The reliability of the ski sinulator for Skiers at the
three different speeds was high , .79 to .92. A reliability
of .92 at slow speed"was found' to be statistically signifi-
cant beyond the .01 1evel. At medium and fast speeds,
the reliability was found to be ,79 and .83 respectively.
These values were found to be statistically significant
at the .05 1eve1.
|
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TabLe
Mean Error Scores, Standard Deviat'ions, and Product
Moment Correlations for Slow, Mediuut, and Fast
Speed on the Ski Sinulator for Non-skiers
Group I (n=8)
Speed       X      S.D.      X      SeDo      r
s10w          4.75    1。49     3。00    1。4      0.14
Medium       12。87   3.48    10。63   375  
‐
  0。87a
Fast         14。75    7.00    14。75   658     0。90a
asignificant beyond the .01 level with dof.=
6.
71
Table 9
Mean Error' Scores, Standard Deviations, and Product
Moment Correlations for,S1ow, Medium, and Fast
Speed on the Ski Simulator for Skiers
Group II(n=8)
Speed SoD. SoD.
??
Slow
Mediurn
Fast
1。87
5。87
10.29
2.36
2。03
3。24
2。00
6。00
10。13
1。85
1。77
3.18
o.g2a
0. 79b
0.83b
asign.ficant beyond
b:ignilicant at the
the
l。05
.01 level with dof.=
level=with dof.=6.
Chapter 5
DISSCUSSION OF THE RESULTS
Three sources of data were reported by the
researcher ■n Chapter 4 of this ■nvestigatione  These data
included demographic variables concerning each subject's
height, weight, age, and skiing experience; ski simulation
data; and reliability datae  Although hypotheses were
formulated concerning the.ski simulation data only, sig―
n■ficant aspects of the demographic and reliability data
will be discussed in this chapter.
Demographic Data
The mean raw scores for the Non―skiers (N=30) and
the Skiers (N=30) for age, height, and weight variables
were found not to be statistica■ly significanto  The sub―
jects ranged in age from 17 to 25 yearso  However, the
majority of participants in the investigation were of col―
lege age, between 18 and 22 years.  There was a‐diff . ence
in age of l.03 years between Skiers and Non―ski rsc  Since
the subjects volunteered to partic■pate in the investi―
gation, thc c16se relationship of height and weight vari―
ables between Group I (Non―skiers)and croup II (SkierS)
occurred by chance.
???
?
73In a sinilar investigation completed by Straub (65),
80. females between the ages of 18 and 26 years were tested
on the ski simulator. Straub reported no statistically sig-
nificant differences (.01 leve1) for height, w€ight, and age
variables between the four groups of subjects. Straub's
subjects were classified according to their 1evels,of skiing
performance: advanced (N=20), internediate (N=20), beginner
(N=20), and non-skierJ -1ru= Z0).
Subjects in Group f, Non-skiers, had no previous
experience in, the sport of. skiing prior to their testing on
the ski simulator. 0n1y ski experience data of Group II,
Skiers, were'recorded. Thereforer ro hypotheses were nade
by the researcher concerning the differences in ski experi-
ence variables between Skiers and Non-skiers.
The standard deviations for three of the skiing
variables are greater than the mean raw scores reported in
Table 2 (Chapter 4). These three variables are Ski Days per
Year (f=14.83, S.D.=\7,91);'Ski Days in Winter of 1972-73
(x=1t.77, S.D.=22.28); and Ski Lessons with a Certified
Instructor (i=2.63, s.D.=3"01). The mean describes central
tendency, while the standard deviation represents varia-
bility from the mean. There are two prinary reasons for the
occurrence of the larger standard deviations than means in
these instances.
The first reason for the occurrence of a larger
standard deviation than the mean raw score on the three
variables is referred to as the skewness of the distri-
lTHACA COLLEGE LIBRARY
bution. A11 three of these variables have a dispropor- 74
tionately'Iarge number of values at one end of the distri-
bution. For the variable Ski Days per Year, 20 of the sub-
jects in Group II (N=30) said that they averaged less than
L0 ski-days per year; 9 skiers noted that they skied between
10 and 30 days; while L skier reported that he averaged 100
ski-days per year. The other two ski experience variables
showing greater standard deviations than mean raw scores,
Ski Days in Winter of L972-73 and Ski Lessons with a Cer-
tified Instructor, showed a similar arrangement of values
as was the case with Ski Days per Year.
There may also have been a second reason for a
greater standard deviation than for mean raw scores on these
three variables. This may have been due to the small sample
size of Group II (N=30) in the investigation. With the use
of a larger sample size, the extreme score at one end of the
distribution would not have affected the standard deviation
as much as it did in this study.
.Ski Inj uries
Ski injuries nay be caused by several different fac-
tors t a.8., poor skiing conditions, 3D excessive number of
skiers on the slope, improper or faulty equipment, and phys-
iological factors such as fatigue. As reported in the Ency-
clopedia of sport science and Medicine, beginner skiers were
involved in 55 percent of all ski injuries. However, the
beginner accounts for on11z 2L percent of those individuals
75
who ski.  The injury rate foi the beginner was 5 times
greater than for the exper■enced skier, i.e。, 16。0/1000 Ski―
man days as compared to 2.9/1000 ski―man days respect vely。
Five of the 30 skiers_suffered injuries in which
it was necessary to consult a physician.  The two moSt
serious of the five injuries, a fracture of the lower leg
and a lower back strain, occurred to skiers while skiing on
the expert slope in only their second year of experience in
the sporto  No hypotheses were formulated or conclusions
drawn concerning ski inJuries due to the nature of the study
and the limited ski inJury data availableo  However, ski
inJury data in these two instances indicate that inexperi―
enced skiers may have overestimated their capabilities.
Further investigations concerning ski injuries may show
the need for the development of a test, such as the ski sim―
ulator, to categorize skiers into competency levelso  lnex―
perienced or beginning skiers may be prohibited fron skiing
on slopes above their competency level to prevent injuries
to themselves or other skiers。
Ski Simulation Data
The major question to be answered in the present
investigation was whether the ski simulator could discrim-
inate between skiers and non-skiers. After testing each
subject in Group I (Non-skiers) and. Group II (Skiers) at
each of the three speed levels (slow, 6.5 rpm.; nedium,7.25
rpm.; and fast, 8.0 rpm.), it was found that the ski sinu-
lator did discriminate between the groups. A statistically
significant difference at the .05 level existed at slow
speed, and beyond the .01 level at both medium and fast
speeds of the ski simulator. Thus, the results failed to
support the nu1l hypothesis which stated: There will be nb
significant difference in ,foot-eye coordination of college
skiers and college non-skiers as measured by the ski simu-
lator.
In comparing these results to those of Straubts, it
can be seen that similar findings are prese+t. Straub found
statistically significant differences among the four groups
of fenale subjects (advanced, N=20; intermediate, N=20;
beginner, N=20; and non-skiers, N=20) in foot-eye coordi-
nation, except at slow speed of the ski simulator. A sta-
tistical'ly significant difference in foot-eye coordination
existed at the .05 level at rnedium speed, and beyond the .01
level at fast speed between Straubrs groups of subjects.
A statistically significant difference was not found at the
slow simulation speed, and Straub concluded that this may
have been due to the fact that the advanced skiers appeared
to be bored at tfre slow sinulation speed. Although there
was a statistically signif.icant difference found between
Skiers and Non-skiers at slow speed (.05 Ievel)'in the
present investigation, the leve1 of significance was not
as great as found at both medium and fast speeds (.01
leve1).
In this investigation there was a statistically
significant difference beyond the .01. 1evel at both medium
1 1.  ‐   ・ ~ .. ・  Ⅱ ‥ , _ ・ ― … … … … ■
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and fast simulation speed levels. The .01 fevel of signif-
icance was only reached at the fast simulation speed in
Straub's investigation, while a statistically significant
difference at the .05 1eve1 was found at medium speed. Due
to the statistically signif icant diff eren." 1at the 
..0L 1eveI
at fast simulation speed found between groups in Straub's
investigation, he concluded that the ski simulator should be
operated at fast speed when performance tests are utif ized.
for classification purposes. In the present investigation,
when discriminant score weights were calcutalted for Skiers
and Non-skiers, a .889 vilue was.found at nedium speed. It
was concluded that when the ski sirnulato, *J, operated at
medium speed, it was found to be the bert pruaictor of foot-
'i
eye coordination betleen Skiers and Non-skielrs.
The primary reason for Straub's. conc]lusions that the
fast speed was a better discriminator of skiing competency,
and the results of the present investigation favoring the
nedium speed, flsy have been due to the difference in simu-
Lator speed (rpn. leve1) in the two studies., In Straub's
study the ski simulation speed 1eve1s were siloru, 6.5 rpm.;
I
mediun, 7.0 rpm.; and fast, 7.5 rpn. In this investigation
the speed levels were slow, 6.5 rpn.; mediumr 7.25 rpm.; and
fast, 8.0 rpn. Thus, there was only a .25 rbm. difference
between Straubrs fast speed (7.5 rpn.) and rn'edium speed
(7.25 rpn.) in this study. There was a 'larger difference
(.5 rpn.) between the fast speeds in the two investigations,
7.5 rpm. in straubts study and 8.0 in this investigation.
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The 8.0 rpm. speed in this investigation proved to
be very difficult for even the Skiing group.l The increase
in mean errOr score (4.46〕was the largest iわcr aSe from
one speed to the next for the Skiers. Thusr'the simulation
speed of 7.25 rpn. (medium) in this investigation and the
speed of 7.5 rpn. (fast) in Straub's study *bre found to be
the best predictors of foot-eye coordinationl between skiers
and non-skiers or various 1eve1s of skiing c6mpetency.
The Level of significance did not rehch 
"01 at slow
speed primarily due to the fact that both groups of subj ects
appeared to be disinterested in the task at slow speed. The
vigilance of the Skiers was better at nedium and fast speeds
than at slow speed. . Mackwbrth (49) has found that perfor-
mdnce decreases in vigilance tasks as the task continues,
due to a lack of interest; while ltrelford (15) has found that
decrements in performance may be due to drowsiness or sin-
ilar lack of interest. Fitts and Posner ( )]suggest that in
tracking behavior of 
.highly' skilled perform"fr, the effi-
ciency will decrease as task duration increases. The cLose
approxination of practice (6.0 rpm.) and slow speeds (6.5
rpm.) nay also have caused,the similarity of performance
between the Skiers and Nonrskiers at slow simulation speed.
The resemblance of the task to actual skiinglruy have
enabled the Skiers to out perform the Non-skiers. The ski1l
was basically novel to the'Non-skiers.
sorne of the Skiers reported to the researcher that
perfornance on the ski simulator rr/as unlike the actual sport
'l
t'
I
l
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of skiing in regard. to body movement. The tlrUjects, when
operating the ski simulator, utilized, primarily foot and
Ilower leg movements; while the skier performing on the
actua1s1operequiredmoreuseofthearmS'l,atota1body
movements. On the other hand, the Skiers seemed to have
more experience than the l.ion-skiers in the sinultaneous
movement of both feet in one direction on thg ski simdlator.
lThis particular movement appeared to b" ,ro.r"i- to the Non-
skiers. The Skiers also seemed to know the irrecise instant
lto turn the simulated skier prior to advancihg through a
I
gate in order to be better prepared for the bnconing gate.
Poulton (11) stated the importance of pacing, in tracking
performance. The subject must continually make novements
of a specific size, but the size of these movements varies
constantly. If a subject nakes a movement of the correct
size at the wrong instant, it is as if he were to make an
incorrect movement. The execution of the prbcise response
l
at the correct instant is of the utmost impoltance in
i
tracking ski11s " The Skiers, in contrast tol the Non-skiers,
appeared to be much more relaxed in their movements on lh"
ski simulator, and their familiarity.with the concept of
pacing may have aided their performance.
The-ski simulator when operating at iast speed (8.0
rpn.) proved to be the most difficult for both groups of
subjects. There appears to be a resemblencetbetween the
I
sport of skiing and some aspects of performance on the ski
simulator, 8S previously nentioned. However, the very rapid
movements of the feet on the pedals at fast speed *"y hrruto
been novel to even the Skiers. Similar moveinents are
apparently used by skiers, but the speed at lfrictr these
i
movements are perforned on the ski simulatorl are much faster
than in actual skiing, with the possible excbption of slalon
racing. Also, as noted by Poulton (11), high speed tracking
task strategy is very difficult and a detrimental effect on
performance may occur at a high speed. Craik (25,26) found
that subjects could not make error correctioirs at a rate
faster than two per second. At a fast speedlof the ski
simulator, once a gate was missed by a suU5elt it appeared
that the rnajority of subjects needed a few'seconds to read-
just to the course. The subjects experienced disturbed
sensory feedback and additional gates were ,issed .after the
initial error during the period needed for readjustment,
in many instances, at the fast (8.0 rpn.) speed.
The first portion of the Review of Related Liter-
ature was concerned r+ith specificity/generality of motor
performance. ft was important to establish whether per-
formance was task'specific, that is, the typd- of foot-eye
coordination necessary in the sport of downhill skiing may
not be that which is needed to dribble a socCer ball or
Ifield a baseba11" The majority of the literdture concerning
rnotor performance and motor learning supported task speci-
f icity (16, 18 ,20 ,ZZ ,ZB ,29 r 31,3 2 ,33, j4 , SS ,40 ,45, SS ,54 ,6L ,62 ,
63,64). Thus it should not be assumed that if an individual
is a good skier, he would also perforrn well on the iti simu-
I
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lator; or conversely, that a non-skier would perform poorly
on the ski simulator. Even though the ski simulator task
and the actual sport of skiing require the participant to
possess foot-eye coordination in order to pejrform prof.i-
ciently, the degree of coordination needed iln the two tasks
nay be different. However', the fact that th]e Skiers out
performed the Non-skiers on the ski sinulator at all three
speed 1eve1s did not indicate exclusively generality of
performance; but rather it did show that positive transfer
of coordination had occurred. Henry (15) indicated in his
studies concerning transfer of coordination rthat transfer
I
only occurs if the second skil1 is very sirni,lar, or almost
identical, to the original ski1l. From the iesults of this
study it nay be concluded that the ski11s of, skiing and
ski simuLator performance are very sinilar ih nature. If
'soccer players, in which a different type of'foot-eye
coordination may be present, were tested on the ski simu-
Lator and exhibited similar performances to that of skiers,
then it could be concluded that some generality of foot-eye
coordination may be present.
,
Reliability Data
Product-moment correlation coefficiehts were cal-
culated for s'low, medium, and fast speeds ofl the ski simu-
lator for Group I (Non-skiers) and Group II (Skiers). Two
of the coefficients of the Non-skiers, .87 at mediun speed
and .90 at fast speed, were significant beyond the .01
level. The third coefficient, 
"L4 at slow speed, was the
,only correlation coefficient that was not silgnificant. Thl3
low coefficient was due to a L.75 decrease i.'r, 
^"tn error
score between the original test and the retest on the ski
simulator at slow speed. The improvement of the Nop-skiers
who were retested nay have beeir due to sever,al factors.
lFirst, some degree of learning may have taken place;
I
secondly, there may have not been a long enoirgh period of
tine between the original test and the retest;.and thirdly,
the sma11 nunber of subjects (N=8) may have adversely
affected'-the correlation coefficient. A1t t[ree of the
correlation coefficients for the Skiers *"ru'found to be
i
statistically significant at or beyond the .05 leve1.
Thus, these significant correlations indicate that if
study was repeated under similar conditions utilizing
same subjects, similar results,would occur ih at least
percent of the cases.
The standard deviation was larger than the mean at
slow speed of the Skiers (x=1.87, S.D. =2,35). This result
nay have been due to the fact that seven of those retested
had error scores of t-hree or 1dss, while onelsubject had an
error score of six. .This phenomena is referied to as a
positive skewness.
After examining the reliability coefficients in
this investigation, 5 of the 6 meet the minirhum .75 1eve1
suggested by McCloy and Young (6) as the mininum correla-
tional level for retention of a test for theluse of testing
motor ski1ls. Of the two other studies utilizing paced
this
the
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contour tracking tasks, Straub (65) does 
"ot report any
reliability coefficients while Whitley (66) .reported moder-
ately high learning reliability coefficients of .77.
Foot-eye coordination,studies which utilized tasks
other than paced contour tracking ski11s weie cornpleted by
Fleishman (31) and Smith (L7).', Fleishman (?rl reported
reLiabilities of 2 rudder contrrol tasks'as )70 for the
single target task and .82 for the triple target task.
Srnith (L7) util:-zed a tracing board in which the subjects
trabed a diagram using their feet. Two of the 10 correla-
tions were significant in the 'foot-eye coordination test,
but none met the' .75 minimum correlation 1evel as estab-
lished by McCloy and Young (6) for retentiorl of a test for
use in testing physical skilLs. Roth (60) , ]Crancer (27) ,
and Rafaelsen (58), util ized simulated drivilng apparatus
to test the effects of alcohol and marijuana on driving
performance. None of these three investigators utilizing
simulated'driving apparatus reported reliabilities of the
ins trumentat ion .
Chapter 6
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS,
FOR FURTHER
|
AND RECOMMENDATIONS
ES ARCH      I
The final chapter consists of three segments:
summary, conclusions, and recommendations for further
research. A summarrzation of the study is given in the
first section of the chapter. The middle portion of the
chapter concerns conclusions that were drawn from the
results of the investigation. Suggestions regarding
further research in the area of foot-eye coJrdination and
the use of the ski simulator are listed in the final
section of the 'chapter.
Summarv
Sixty male subjects bJt*""r, the age{ of 17 and
25 years volunteered to participate in the investigation.
ITheir mean age was 20.69 years" Forty-nine of the parti-
cipants were enrolled at Ithaca College during the Spring
senester of L973; while the remaining 11 subjects planned
to enter college in the Fal1 of L973. 
.These 60 subjects
were divided equally into 2'groups of 30 subjects each.
Group I, Non-skiers, consisted of 30 subjects who had no
experience in the sport of skiing prior to their testing
on the ski simulator. Group II, Skiers, consisted of 30
84
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students who had skied for a period of at le'ast 3'years
prior to their testing on the ski simulator.
The ski simulator was util ized. to telst foot-eye
coordination of college Skiers and college \ot-skiers.
Each subject in both groups, the Non-skiers i(N=30) and
the Skiers (N=30), was given one trial at each of the
three different speed 1evels (slow, medium, ]a.rd fast) of
the ski simulator. Prior to the actual t"rtlirrg, each
i
subject was given a practice trial at a tp""id of six.
This speed approximated the first actual teslt speed
designated as s1ow. The test speeds used in the investi-
gation were as follows: slow, six and one-half; medium,
seven and one-quarter; and fast, eight. The researCher
recorded the number of gates missed by each subject on each
trial on the ski simulator, and this value qas referred to
as the subjectrs error score.
Three sources of data were collected'0, the
l
researcher during the investigation: demogrlaphic, experi-
I
mental, and reliability. The demographic data were recorded
I
by each subject on a questionnaire which was developed-by
the researcher. Each subject recorded his ,1g", height,
.l
weight, and information concerning his skiinrg experience.
The means and standard deviations of the denographic
variables for both groups, Non-skiers and Skiers, were
calculated by the use of a tal1y statistics program on the
Ithaca College computer. There were no statistically
????
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?? 」ilFerentes '1.;j level:i betwee五
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Group l and
Group II on the demographic variables of aEL, height, 
"nd86I
weight
The second source of data collected {f the
researcher was the experimental data. The experimental
data were the actual test scores, or error scores, for
each subject on the ski simulator. The means and standard
deviations of these experimental d.ata were also calc.ulated
on the Ithaca College Spectra 70/35 RCA computer. It was
found that a statistically significant difference (.05
level) existed between the Non-skiers and Skiers when the
ski simulator was operating at slow speed. A statistically
significant difference beyond the .01 1eve1 lwas found
between Group I and Group II when the ski simulator was
I
operating at both medium and fast speeds. The Skiers out-
performed the Non-skiers at all three speed'1eve1s.
Multiple discriminant function 
"rr"ffris was util-
ized to compare the two groups for overall foot-eye perfor-
mance on the simulator. 'The Wilks' Lambda criterion was
fourid to be significant beyond the .0001 1evel. Discrim-
inant score weights were also calculated, 
"rrld a .88g value1
was found at mediun speed. This value contributed the most
to the between groups variance. Therefore, lra ,r, con-
cluded that the ski simulator was found to bP the best pre-
dictor of foot-eye coordination between college skiers and
college non-skiers when operating at mediun speed. In
addition to these findings, the Mahalanobis' D2 statistic,
a distance measure, .a1so reached statistical significance
87
at the .001 levele
The final source of.information collected by the
researcher was the reliability data. Eight ]subjects were
retested during the third week after their initial test
on the ski simulator. They were tested in the identical
manner as their initial testing procedure. Product moment
correlation coefficients were computed to determine the
reliability of the sinulator. The reliability coefficients
of the ski simrilator for Skiers were found to be signifi-
cant at all three speed ldvels. A .92 corrdlation coef-
ficient was significant beyond the .01 1evel at slow speed;
while coefficients *of .79 (nedium speed) and .83 (fast
speed) were both significant at the .05 1eve1. Of the 3
correlation coefficients found for Non-skiejs, 2 values
were significant at the .01 level; .87 at medium speed, and
.90 at fast speed. Only a coefficient of .L4 was not found
to be statistically significant at the .05 treve1; and this
was at slow speed for the Non-skiers.
Conclus ions
The researcher has drawn two najor conclusions from
the results of the investigation. Due to the fact that the
college Skiers significantly outperformed the college Non-
skiers at all three speed levels of the ski simulator,
within the limitations of the study, it can be concluded
that male college skiers possess better foot-eye coordin-
ation than college non-skiers. The data did not support
1  1
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the major null hypothesis which stated: There will be no
significant difference in foot -eye coordination of college
skiers and college non-skieJs as measured by the ski si*r-
lator. It is inportant to note, BS the review of the
literature has indicated, that ski11s requilring foot-eye
coordination nay be highly task specific. Conclusions
drawn from this study, therefore, may not b," valid for
I
subjects of different age levels than the s,ubjects who
participated in this investigation. l
It can also be concluded, within th,e limitations
of the study, that the ski simulator is very reliable in
the measurement of foot-eye ,coord:.nation. f ive of the 6
t_
correlat.ion coefficients were above .79 and reached sta-
tistical significance (.05 1eve1). Only L coefficient
did not reach statistical significance at the .05 level,
a ,L4 value at slow speed for the Non-skiing group.
Recommendations for Further .,Research
The rnajor limitation of the investilgation was the
sma11 sample size. utilized for the study. Although the
iresults indicated that college skiers possessed a greater
amount of foot-eye coordination than co11"SF non-skiers,
additional studies in this area of neuromustular coordin-
ation utilizi4g larger sampl'e sizes are neeiled to either
support or refute the result's of the preseni investigation.
rf similar studies support t'he findings of this investi-
gation, the ski simulator may be of value i'n helping to
1
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eliminate some of the ski injuries which 6ccLr each year.
Beginning skiers who score poorly on this a"L, of foot-eye
coordination may be discourad"d, or even ,rolroited, from
skiing on the more difficult 'slopes before 
"l a"tignirted
period of time is spent on the beginner sfopb. A system
such as this may keep the ine'xperienced skier from sus-t'
taining injuries to hirnself qr other skiers bn the s1ope.
Solne recommendations lfor further research in the
area of foot-eye coordination, and in the use of the ski
sinulator, are listed as follows:
1. Other studies comparing foot-eye coordination between
skiers and non-skiers shouLd be conpleted. These investi-
gations should include: (a) subjects of varling age Leve1s,
l(b) larger sample sizes utilizing random selection pro-
cedures with college' age subj'ects, (c) femalb skiers and
non-skiers. The results of the present study should be
l
refuted or supported through further research.
.r
2. The ski simulator may be used to measurej tt" foot-eye
coordination of athletes in different sportsi in,which this
factor is beli'eved to be an important qualitj'. The simu-
lator could be used to test athletes participating in the
same sport but at different plosition3 to determine the
importance of foot-eye coordination at each position.
3. The ski simuiator could be util ized. in studies testing
the effects of physiological factors, e . g. , alcoho1, drugs.,
fatigue, stress on the performance of foot-eie coordination
type ski11s 
"
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4. An instrument such as the s■mulator could be utilized
l               l
as a novel skill
the learn■ng of
effect upon the
skill.
5. A beneficial study may be to determin" ,afr" inprovement
in performance on the ski simulator after the subject
has been administered a course in skiing byl 
" 
certified
I
instructor.
6. The ski simulator nay also be utilized as a training
device in the acquisition of techniques useld in skiing.
involving learning or factors affecting
foot-eye cocirdination, a.E. t spectator
learning of ,a foot-eye coordination
|
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APPENDIX
I. personal Data
Age:
Height:
Weight:
What is your major at lthacalCollege?
II " Ski Experience Data
Have you ever utilized the ski simulator?
How many years have you skied prior to
the 7972-73 school year?
How nany times' (aveiage) did you ski during
the previous years per year?
How many times did you ski during the past
Winter?
What slope do you prinarily ski on?
(b eginner - intermediate - expert)
How nany ski lessons 'have you taken from
a certified instructor?
Have you ever had an injury serious enough
to consult a physician, due to skiing?
What type of injury?
hrhat was your experience skiing, in years ,
at the time of injury?
What slope were you skiing on at the tine
of injury?
III " Experimental Data
Error Scores:
Speed:Slow Speed:_____―――yedium
92
Fastl Speed:
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